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 اال لابحهوو ئ  ةال يكوو ن قووع وووًل  شوون  عاووب ةي   وو   وو ن ة  اوو م إرووو ح  حا شوون  ووي عجاوو  ةلوون  
  ه عهع احث  ب نذحا لا  ا.

ة    ل اح   رهن اح نووا  إح و   ع ا و   اح جاو   ا حم احث  ب تإانان اعع  ث اح  ك ب  عاب ت  .4
 (   ع ا.15ن     عععح   ي عع  ال ا ج  ز )

 ةن يك ن احث ب ض   االل ق ت ث اال        ع  ض   ان اي اح جا  اح    احة ن  . .5
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 .  او  ل احل ن  ي حاث ب حع  ي الر 20
 ي عك  ه  ع   -إن  اعث  - ا ض  احنو م ة  االشك ل  ئ(Wordياث  احث ب نًن  عج ) .9

 احث ب عاب ةن ال ن ت ح   ع  اح      احل    حااث ع .
 ةن يك ن احث ب ل ح  ا ع  األلا ن احال ه   اح   ه   االع ئ  . .10
 ي احث ب احعا ي.يج  ااث ع األت ل احعا     اح  اعع اح نع     .11
 يج  ةن ال ن اح ا ط   آلاي: .12

 (.14 ج  اح ط ) (Simplified Arabic:   ع اح ط )اللغة العربية •
 (.14(  ج  اح ط )Times New Roman:   ع اح ط )اللغة االنكليزية •

ع ووو  احهووو اع  يكووو ن ن يووو م اا ووو ئي )اعا  ووو ث ل  ع ووو (  وووي  ه يووو  احث وووبئ  هكووو ن اح ووون     .13
 اح عقبل  ي ا ا   اح ن   .ع   ناائ ع  

 

 : جماالت النشر 
العلمية: .1 عج ل    البحوث  اح       ي  األتبا   اح  ا د ث  احعا     احث     اح جا   ا شن 

 .احعا م اإل      
ا شووون اح جاووو  ت ووو   اح ووووا ناث  اح وووع اث احعا  ووو  اح  ا ووو   المؤؤؤرامراا نالاؤؤؤلناا العلميؤؤؤة: .2

انوو اي اح جاوو  اح ووو    اإل  وو      ضووو   اح ووي ع وووعث  ووع ة ا  ووي عجووو ل احعاوو م   احعنا وو   احع ح  وو 
  احة ن  .
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 احث    اح  ش ر   ي اح جا  اعًن ع  آران احث  ةب   ال اعًن ع  رةي اح جا .  .1
 اح جا  ي ض  الع ث راث     . اناب  احث     ي  .2
 . ة  احذي  ن ض ع  قً  اح ًنان ح  اعع اح شن اح جا  ةي ت ب ع  حفا  ثعع  .3
 . يعاب احث  ب      ع  ا  ع  ت ة  .4
 

 : العنوان الربيدي
 ئ ا وو  اآلياي  ئا ععوو  النهوو  ا ه رهوو  احعوونا ئ ع   يوو  توو   احووع  ئ عع  وو  النهوو    

 .عجا  آياي احلنا بعي
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All That Counts Anymore Is Power: A Foucauldian 

Reading of Power Relations in Arthur Miller's the 

Crucible 

   
A B S T R A C T     

Michel Foucault's theory of Power Relations offers an 

explanation of power that some scholars have held as potentially 

useful when reflecting upon how religious authority can be 

transferred into political authority. The importance of Foucault's 

theory lies in examining the vicious little ways we manoeuvre to 

pre-dominate each other. Using Foucault's power theory, this paper 

is intended to do a close reading of Arthur Miller's the Crucible 

(1953). The study aims to probe into the nature of characters' 

struggle for getting power, arguing that the intersection between the 

practice of spirituality and political institutions have a significant 

impact on characters. The current study shows that Miller is greatly 

engrossed with the tightening influences, transgressions, and setting 

up the key of power relations as to global and transnational 

predominance. 

 © 2009 - 2021 College of Arts | Tikrit University 
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Introduction: 

1. 2. Foucault's power relations: Overview: 

Undoubtedly, power is one of the key human thought processes that 

have affected human activities since the dawn of civilization. Aside from 

its coercive element and abusive measurement, power is very beneficial in 

human discourses and imaginative social activity. In this regard, power 

usually refers to a relationship of domination and resistance. Power and its 

impact on reshaping and understanding the historical backdrop of human 

beings are of great significance in Michel Foucault's (1926-1984) 

philosophical and/or historical works. For Foucault, the concept of power 

is not based on a specific philosophy of history, the vision of the world, or 

a particular political theory; rather, it lies on the strategic perspectives that 

focus primarily on the reality of conflicts that penetrate the social field. 

"Power is not an institution, and not a structure; neither is it a certain 

strength we are endowed with; it is the name that one attributes to a complex 

strategical situation in a particular society" (Foucault, History, p.93). 

Foucault believes that studying the concept of power and its 

operations have been marginalized or simplified throughout history. He 

lays out three ways of understanding power; he considers two as outdated 

and antiquated because اe refutes locating the power in structure (state or 

sovereign) and in the agent (economically dominant section in the society 

like that in Marxian one). As a basis for understanding the way power 

operates in modern contemporary societies, Foucault, therefore, suggests 

an alternative one, which he calls 'a disciplinary or capillary power'. 

Foucault sees the sovereign's power as the immense visible authority as the 

punishment inscribed on the body. He argues that this power's forms begin 

to become less efficient to regulate the population's behaviour. 

Unlike the Marxian restriction of power to economic forms, Foucault 

refuses any delimitation to the concept of power to any reductive form. 

According to Foucault, Power depends on the productivity of social 

relations and identities. For Foucault, the united workers' movement to 

challenge the capitalists and throwing the bourgeoisie would lead to the 

setting up of new power hierarchies, but it does not remodel or reshape the 

individual's identity. Arthur Miller agrees with Foucault that "Marxism was 

but one more self-delusionary attempt to avoid facing the real nature of 

power, the primitive corruption by the power of those who possess it" 

(Miller, 2012, p.174.). For Foucault, resistance is exercised throughout society 

as a whole, not just in the workplace but also in the hospital, church, school, 

prison, and asylum.  

To comprehend Foucault's idea of power and its nature, it is helpful 

to characterize the word Power itself. Generally speaking, power is the 

capacity of an operator whose cravings force its wills over the weak wills. 

In this sense, power is recognized as a possession and monolithic. 

Dismissing this thought, Foucault affirms that power is flexible instead of 

being static. Ongoing processes have positive and negative effects; "Power 

must be analyzed as something which circulates, or as something which 

only functions in the form of a chain ... power is employed and exercised 
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through a netlike organization . . . Individuals are the vehicles of power, not 

its points of application" (Foucault, 1980, p. 98). These techniques to which 

Foucault alludes and the ways that they are encapsulated in what Foucault 

calls "relations of power" are focused on the ways individuals negotiate 

power in their relationships. Power is not done to individuals by forceful 

outside factors; instead, power is delivered as we identify with each other. 

It permeates everything that people do and every relationship they have 

with somebody else. There are these complex networks of power going on. 

However, that does not mean people interacting are conscious of those 

power relations, but these relations are evident if one analyzes the 

interactions. So, power relations are apparent at the broader societal level. 

Consequently, one can think about everybody being positioned within 

society in power relations, and those relations are shifting.  

From this perspective, power turns into a framework, a system of 

relations including the entire society instead of the relationship between the 

oppressor and the persecuted. Subsequently, the people get to be not the 

objects of power, "but they are Locus where the power and the resistance 

to it are exerted". (Bălan, 2010, p.2) Furthermore, in his understanding of 

Power, Foucault does not merely rely on its macro power, such as the 

political or economic power. Foucault includes the importance of the 

micro-power relation in his new definition of power as it flows in all 

directions and different ways; therefore, it has an enormous infinity of 

different effects. 

For Foucault, power is not something that one can control, capture, 

and it is not something that can be kept exclusively; it comes from many 

points, it "is everywhere and "comes from everywhere" (Foucault 1978, 

p.63). Power relations do not exist in an external form separate from the 

rest of the types of relationships (like knowledge, economic, and sexual 

relations), but it is an integral part of these other relationships. Power's role 

is not confined to the scope of repression; the power relation is 

characterized by its ability to be productive and generative. Further, he 

stresses that power is not a constant concept; it is a permanent renewal and 

change. Power relations can be entirely restricted and inevitable scope of 

bilateral contradiction between the ruler and the ruled. 

Consequently, Foucault views power as not merely a plain 

oppression of the powerless by the powerful. He looks at how power works 

in the day-by-day connections amongst individuals and institutions. For 

him, power is not something that can be got or grabbed or be acquired. In 

this sense, power works and acts like a technique more than a control. 

Foucault considers power to be coextensive with resistance, as a generative 

variable, on account of its constructive outcomes, for example, the 

individual's self-production and the fact that it is inescapable, being found 

wherever between the individuals of the society. Thus, where there is 

power, there is resistance, and because of that, this resistance is not out of 

power. As with any power relations, the resistance does not exist 

independently from other relations, but they are part of them. There is no 

centralized power; instead, it is a plurality of resistor.  
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In his book The History of Sexuality, Foucault stresses that "power is 

exercised from innumerable points". Power relations are connected with 

other outside types of relations (economic, cognitive and sexual) 

relationships. In this regard, Foucault contends that genuine power relations 

do not mark domination; power relations "are not a series of binary 

conflicts, but a mobile network of struggle… less a matter of domination 

than of circulation" (Foucault, 1977, p. 26- 27). Instead, a genuine power 

relation "occurs in a field of struggle where various parties attempt to give 

structure to the action of others and the others, in turn, may comply, resist 

and/or themselves attempt to give structure to the same terrain of action" 

(Shiner, 391). The power originates from the bottom to the top, which 

implies the thorough double clash between powerful and powerless does 

not start from top to bottom, and the groups increasingly narrow until they 

reach the depths of the social body. Foucault believes that the power 

relations emanate from the bottom and not sourced from above; it does not 

proceed from top to bottom, as it does not boil down to the bilateral 

relationship: a powerful and powerless. 

2. Depiction of power relations in Arthur Miller's the Crucible: 

Being an American who grew up in the early twentieth century, 

Arthur Miller examined the problematic engineering of power. His plays 

portrayed an intricate fate that has emerged out of a different national and 

international crisis that reached their pinnacles in the twentieth century: The 

Great Depression of 1929, which lasted for ten years, the rise of Nazism 

and the cold war and the threat of communism, and the consequent rise of 

Senator Joseph McCarthy. As Miller recalled these national and 

international calamities, it became apparent that self-preservation and 

survival in an unstable world and establishing real personal identity seemed 

to result from the economic, cultural and political disasters that the crises 

had accelerated. Even at the beginning of the twenty-first century, Miller is 

intensely preoccupied with constrictions, transgressions, and establishing 

power's strategic relations with regard to international and transnational 

dominance. He also richly explains the microphysics power that permeates 

realization, acknowledgement, and construction of knowledge, creation of 

discourse, creative writing, and fantasy. Miller is intensely engrossed with 

the tightening influences, transgressions, and setting up power's fundamental 

relations as to global and transnational predominance.  

Additionally, Miller lavishly clarifies the microphysics power that 

pervades acknowledgement, affirmation, and development of learning, 

formation of discourse, experimental writing, and dream. According to 

Foucault, the 'microphysics of power' takes hold of the technologies of the 

self-making in its diffusion. In his essay "The Bored and the Violent," 

Arthur Miller (2015, p. 190) writes, "Power was always in the world", 

however, with us now, it is strangely, unusually, surrealistically concealed 

and misshaped. Time was, for instance, when the well off and the politically 

influential displayed themselves, utilized power straightforwardly as 

power; this openness had the preferred standpoint for a man of clarity; "it 
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created a certain reality in the world, an environment that was defined, with 

hard but touchable barriers. Today power would have us believe - 

everywhere - that it is purely beneficent" (Miller, 2015, p. 190). In his plays, 

Mason (2008) argues, Miller dramatizes "how power is acquired, how 

predominant allocate or guard their power, and how power is applied in the 

community, and especially how the connection with power influences 

human relations" (p.7). Like Foucault, Miller shows that "power relations" 

can occur when individuals encounter other institutions in their community. 

The Crucible was written as a direct reaction to McCarthyism or the 

McCarthy era in the 1950s, an anti- Communist boisterous campaign 

carried out by (HUAAC) and led by Senator Joseph McCarthy. 

McCarthyism projects one of the darkest chapters in 20th-century 

American politics. It reflected a repressive time in America where the fear, 

paranoia, hysteria, anxiety and animosity permeated everything. 

Extraordinary injustice trials had significantly violated human rights; one 

accusation of being a communist was needed to be charged with treason 

and put on a blacklist. During that era, reality and truth were distorted and 

controlled by the political power of that time. McCarthyism, however, 

brought to light how power is fortified through control over the lives of 

people.  

The Crucible is a demonstration of an intense pain that was growing 

out of the game of power; a pain that evokes the loss of one's sense of self 

which was under the serious pressure of a network of power relations that 

were engaging with life and death as a commitment in postwar America. In 

this play, Arthur Miller chose the Salem witch-hunting of 1692 as the 

background to depict the events of the McCarthyism era, where he inflicted 

by the tensions and crises of the 1950s. Miller (2000) justified his choice of 

the Salem witch trials as the backdrop for his play, saying that,  

A similar paralysis descended on Salem. In both places, to 

keep social unity intact, the authority of leaders had to be 

hardened and words of skepticism toward them constricted. A 

new cautionary diction, uncustomary prudence inflected our 

way of talking to one another. The word socialism was all but 

taboo. Words had gotten fearsome. (p.2) 

The Crucible starts with Betty, a young girl and the daughter of the 

town's Pastor, Reverend Parris, lying unconscious. The local doctors are 

unable to provide an appropriate diagnosis for her ailment. It seems that 

earlier to this time, some of the young girls, including Betty and her cousin 

Abigail were found dancing in the wood where Betty has fainted. Later, the 

news comes that other girls display odd behavior and the citizens of the 

Salem community finds no explanations. That causes chaos and fear; panic 

and hysteria have greatly pervaded their society. Being pressed by some 

influential and religious figures, the young girls claim that they have been 

bewitched by a devil and name some witches. Therefore, accusations of 

performing witchcraft have been directed toward some individuals; those 
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who admit it are released, while those who denounce it are put in jail or 

sentenced to death by hanging.  

Driven by personal justification, these hysteric young girls of Salem 

accuse John Proctor of witchery and cooperate with the Devil. Proctor, the 

play's central character, is called before the court to admit this organization 

and name his associates in the village. After argumentation with him, the 

church-based administration decides to execute for rejecting to collaborate 

with it. The Crucible has questioned Salem's church system of order and 

control developed by a combination of theocracy and state power that aims 

to keep Salem's community together and prevent any disunity that might 

open it to obliteration by material or ideological opponents. Since 

practicing power is accentuated more in its normalizing formation than in 

its sovereign structure, it is vital to read the technologies of the church and 

its subjects to understand the meaning of the Crucible in this play, every 

subject on the power network exercises power. Any unexpected action 

would be considered a threat to the Power in Salam.  

2. 1. Who Used Whom: The Crucible's Intermingling of The Power 

Relations: 

Dance almost naked in the forest at dark night, Abigail and her 

friends have freed themselves from the physical oppression imposed on by 

the limitations of the church and the New England Puritan society. That 

causes a threat to the power that holds Salem life together, thus creating 

hysteric feelings that need to be healed as soon as possible. For the New 

England Puritans, dancing is a crime because Man is born to work only. 

"They did not celebrate Christmas," writes Miller (1975) at the beginning 

of The Crucible, "and a holiday from work meant only that they must 

concentrate even more upon prayer" (p.14). Yet, the girls dance and make 

a place for themselves more in their heart than in the dark jungle. For the 

New England Puritans, man cannot organize a social life without 

repressions that strike a balance between order and freedom. The power 

operates by the Puritans is the contract-oppression Power that centres on 

the master\salve relationship. This kind of power is that limits human 

freedom is refused by Foucault (1978), who says that: 

one remains attached to a certain conception of power-law, of 

power sovereignty, which was traced out by theoreticians of 

right and the monarchic institution. It is this image that we 

must break free of...We shall try to rid ourselves of a juridical 

and negative representation of power, and cease to conceive 

of it in terms of law, prohibition, liberty, and sovereignty 

(p.90). 

The authority in Salem chiefly interprets this rebel action, ‘i.e., 

dancing’ as witchcraft, while Abigail considers it a "sport" (The Crucible, 

p.19). The use of their body in the Foucauldian concept becomes a primary 

site of control. However, this false interpretation is discarding and aims to 

direct the attention to its hysteric connections, as Abigail steadily launches 

her reasons saying, "If they be questioning us," she advises Mercy, "tell 
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them we danced - I told him as much already" (p.25). Mary Warren affirms 

that people are terrified, expecting conjuring spirits, and there are deadly 

sentences for witchcraft:  

MARY WARREN: Abbey, we've got to tell. Witchery's 

hangin' error, a hangin' like they done in Boston two years ago! 

We must tell the truth, Abbey! You'll only be whipped for 

dancin', and the other things!  

ABIGAIL: Oh, we'll be whipped! (The Crucible, p.26). 

Although humans are manipulated and shaped by Power, Foucault 

claims that every human being has the power within themselves, but they 

do not use it. Abigail now states her plan against the resultant violence of 

the power holder. Her resistance against the rules and traditions of the 

Salem community might be seen as a kind of what John Caputo (2004) 

discerns in the work of Foucault a "hermeneutics of refusal." (p.233). 

Abigail creates the witch and incarnates horror that Salem intends to see 

and uses. She sets the first tangential centre of Power in The Crucible:  

Now, look at you. All of you. We danced. And Tituba conjured Ruth 

Putnam's dead sisters. And that is all. And mark this. Let either of you 

breathe a word, or the edge of a word, about the other things, and I will 

come to you in the black of some terrible night, and I will bring a pointy 

reckoning that will shudder you. And you know I can do it; I saw Indians 

smash my dear parents' heads on the pillow next to mine, and have seen 

some reddish work done at night, and I can make you wish you had never 

seen the sun go down! (The Crucible, pp.26-7). 

The Crucible's importance does not only emerge from portraying a 

powerful character like John Proctor. He challenges the religious institution 

and authority in saving his self-esteem and keeping his moral willpower in 

the face of fatal confrontation, as it is always mentioned. Proctor continues 

only what is started by Abigail. Like him, she announces firmly her 

rejection of slaving. "They want slaves," Abigail affirms at the beginning 

of the play, "not such as I" (The Crucible, p.21). In an effort not to stain his 

name and self-respect, Proctor cries at the end, "Because it is my name! 

Because I cannot have another in my life!" (The Crucible, p.124), is also 

Abigail's cry at the beginning: "I will not black my face for any of them" 

(The Crucible, p.21).  

In the Crucible, it is not definite who uses whom, Abigail or the 

church. Is the fight accentuated between Proctor and the church, or between 

Proctor and Abigail? Who uses the church as an instrument to fight Proctor? 

Throughout the play, Abigail and other young girls who are accused of 

performing witchcraft steadily manifest their power over their physical 

bodies and their discourse in a way to falsely convince the courts and their 

community of the existence of demon spirits among them. Miller, in his 

"Sin of Power", mentions that "The sin of power is to not only distort reality 

but to convince people that the false is true and that what is happening is 

only an invention of enemies." (Cited in Mason, 2008, p.71). However, Abigail 

has subjected herself to create her epistemology through her lying, where 
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this epistemic knowledge allows her to practice specific power, which 

comes beyond her control. Foucault (1977) describes such individuals, like 

Abigail, "[they] know what they do; frequently they know why they do 

what they do, but what they don't know is what they do does" (p. 187). She 

knows what she does to fabricate witchcraft stories to avenge those who 

have neglected and disgraced her, but her knowledge is shortened, as 

Abigail does not realize that she is playing not with truth only but with the 

power of death glory.  

According to Foucault, conjuring the illusion of reality by 

transforming images into truth gives power to the individual and creates 

general paranoia (Reid, 2018). Abigail gets power by distorting the truth 

and creating new a false reality believed by the people of Salem. She 

manipulates Mary Warren, John Protector's servant, to be a witness against 

Protector, convinces the people of Salem that she can transform Mary 

Warren into a bird, and vends the story of Proctor's wife Elizabeth's needle 

hurting her. Proctor also attains power through distortion of the truth of his 

relationship with Abigail and that he is loyal to his wife: "Nothing's spoiled 

by giving them this lie that were not rotten long before" (The Crucible, p.118).  

Accused of witchcraft, Proctor is forced to write a confession to be 

put in the church, but he tears it up; at a moment of mental pressure, he 

screams, "I want my life… I will have my life… God in heaven, what is 

John Proctor, what is John Proctor? … I am no saint. Let Rebecca go like a 

saint; for me it is a fraud!" (The Crucible, p.120). Proctor feels that keeping 

his name and reputation will provide him power; otherwise, stepping back 

from the gallows would make him powerless or a normalized power subject 

of the church in the Foucauldian sense. He stands stiff and says to Elizabeth, 

when she is crying out of terror: "Give them no tear! Tears pleasure them! 

Show honor now, show a stony heart and sink them with it!" (The Crucible, 

p.125). 

Miller's characters' indispensable power, which could be the 'power 

of desire', is controlled by the way they are perceived by others (Abbotson, 

2008, p.334). Therefore, he finds that the power struggle is a "way of 

preserving one's dignity and self-esteem" even in "an intolerable situation 

under the power of others, then you have a revolution, which can't be argued 

with. You know, when things get intolerable, people get an obligation to 

overthrow them. We certainly did that in this country. And, of course, this 

has happened in normal times elsewhere" (Centola, 1993, p. 53). 

Proctor attains power by his attempt to preserve his dignity and by 

facing the 'intolerable' stance finds himself in. He sets upon starting his 

"revolution' and thus fulfilling his 'obligation'. Sentenced to death yet, 

Proctor can shape himself as a subject with power and control over his 

physical body. In the Foucauldian sense, Proctor refuses to become a mere 

representation of docile body for public domination and control or be a 

target of power where he is "manipulated, shaped, trained" and a slave of 

the injustice power. Eventually, Proctor gains a sense of heroism as he 

recognizes the devilish plot of Salem's influential religious and political 

figures. His heroism, however, does not come so easily.  
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Proctor: You will not use me! I am no Sarah Good or Tituba, 

I am John Proctor! You will not use me! It is no part of 

salvation that you should use me! 

Danforth: I do not wish to ــ  ــ

Proctor: I have three childrenـــHow may I teach them to walk 

like men in the world and I sold my friends? 

Danforth: You have not sold your friendsــــ 

Proctor: Beguile me not! I blacken all of them when this is  

nailed to the church the very day they hang for  

silence! (The Crucible, p. 142-3). 

Hysteria, as explained, is one of the powerful technologies that 

indicate the operational process of Power in The Crucible. However, 

confession is another technique utilized in this play to produce 

complications of power. Foucault (1978, p.59) argues that confessions that 

occur through the systems of "justice, medicine, education, family 

relationships, and love relations, in the most ordinary affairs of everyday 

life, and the most solemn rites" have pervaded the Western thought and 

power structure of society. For Foucault, confessions consist of 

"confessional techniques, the declining importance of accusatory 

procedures in criminal justice, the abandonment of tests of guilt (sworn 

statements, duels, judgments of God)" (Foucault, 1978, p.58). Confessions 

can be manipulated by the powerful, who exercise their power over the 

powerless to promote their truth. In confession, the domination is not settled 

in the "one who speaks (for it is he who is constrained), but in the one who 

listens and says nothing; not in the one who knows and answers, but in the 

one who questions and is not supposed to know." (Foucault, 1978, p.62). 

Therefore, the "epistemic knowledge-power relations" developed by the 

science of witchcrafts and as formed by the confession becomes a means of 

life and death in The Crucible.  

Attaining truth via confession, according to Foucault, can cause 

torture to the subject "one goes about telling, with the greatest precision, 

whatever is most difficult to tell" (Foucault, 1978, p. 59). Foucault takes 

confession into another level that goes beyond the religious or libidinal 

aspect. The function of confession is not only to convey his sins, 

particularly the sexual ones, to be pure and achieves the wanted relief.  

Foucault (1978) describes confession as a 'discourse truth' that is embedded 

within 
 a power relationship, for one does not confess without the 

presence (or virtual presence) of a partner who is not simply 

the interlocutor but the authority who requires the confession, 

prescribes and appreciates it, and intervenes in order to judge, 

punish, forgive, console, and reconcile... the confessional 

discourse cannot come from above, … through the sovereign 

will of a master, but rather from below, as an obligatory act of 

speech which, under some imperious compulsion, breaks the 

bonds of discretion of forgetfulness. (p.61-62)  

During McCarthyism, suspected subjects are forced to confess to 

verify The House Un-American committee's truth that they belong to 
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communism. Regardless of the absolute truth, McCarthy wanted to 

empower the scope of his access over others' lives by an official confirming 

of his already prefixed or fabricated truth that satisfied him as a power 

holder. "The Salem confessions and court proceedings were dramatized as 

a parallel image of the congressional spectacle of 1950s America". (Aziz, 

2014, p.106) In the Crucible, the truth is also already predetermined for Chief 

Justice Danforth. His truth is the purity and unobstructed power practice of 

the church. To sanctify and legitimate the church exercise, he accepts only 

his wanted truth that the subjects have to offer for his questions; otherwise, 

they will be subject to severe punishment: 

It does not escape me that this disposition may be devised to 

blind us; it may well be that Mary Warren has been conquered 

by Satan, who sends her here to distract our sacred purpose. If 

so, her neck will break for it. But if she speaks true, I bid you 

now drop your guile and confess your pretense, for a quick 

confession will go easier with you (The Crucible, p.92). 

In the Salem trials, the confession juxtaposes creating a newfound 

truth that goes in line with the advantages of the influential figures to 

enlarge and strengthen their power and some extent, to the powerless people 

to save themselves. Under extreme verbal violence of Danforth and Parris, 

Mary Warren confesses that Proctor deals with devils and witchcraft as he 

comes to her every night with the Devil's book, asking her to sign in his 

favour. She becomes vindicated by producing their truth to the extent that 

she confirms the pretentious story of Abigail's yellow bird come down from 

the ceiling of the court and attacks the children. Danforth, who has "real 

tension in his voice" (The Crucible, p.101), does not see the bird, yet he says 

that he is in the process of "seeing":  

DANFORTH [pounding it into her]: You have seen the Devil, 

you have made compact with Lucifer, have you not?  

PROCTOR: God damns liars, Mary! [MARY utters something 

unintelligible, staring at  

Abigail, who keeps watching the 'bird' above.]  

DANFORTH: I cannot hear you. What do you say? You will 

confess yourself, or you will hang! [He turns her roughly to 

face him.] Do you know who I am? I say you will hang if you 

do not open with me! (The Crucible, p.103). 

Moreover, in the power relations between the dominant and the 

oppressed, false memories and thought are installed in the subjects' minds 

and psyche. Tituba, the servant, is convinced that she is a tool of a Devine 

power "to discover the Devil's agent among us. You are selected, Tituba, 

you are chosen to help us cleanse our village" (The Crucible, p. 44). Illusively, 

Tituba is inclined to think that she feels accepted for doing what the 

theocratic judges view God's works. Yet, in doing so, she shifts the power 

relation from being a scapegoat where she is easily beaten, condemned and 

ridiculed, to be feared from when she publically confesses and accuses 

others of the crime with which she was charged. The condemnation of the 

theocratic magistrates and the Salem of being adulterous have caused 
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tremendous pressure on Proctor, who hesitates to confess this sinful affair 

with Abigail in court. Even when Hale visits him and his wife to make sure 

that they are devoted Christians, he asks them to recite the Ten 

Commandments. Proctor manages to remember nine only and then stutters. 

Elizabeth reminds him, "Adultery, John". (The Crucible, p. 67). His stuttering 

was not out of forgetfulness but out of the church's teaching of transgressions 

in the eyes of God and himself. In Foucault' sense, Proctor does not want to 

be remembered for his sinful deeds. "In Christian confession, the penitent 

is obliged to memorize laws but does so in order to discover his sins" 

(Foucault 2003, p.157).  

In Salem's 'holy' court, the interrogation, based on the direct 

questions and expected answer, clearly reveals the power relations. The 

resistance threatens the powerholders that the answer might indicate. 

Interrogating Proctor, Danforth directs the interrogation of confession to be 

a "written" one. When Proctor says that a woman of pious nature like 

Rebecca Nurse has never "thought" of cooperating in witchcraft or Devil, 

Danforth feels that Proctor's answers advance his power; he tries to limit 

that power. So, Danforth says: "Look you, sir. I think you mistake your duty 

here. It matters nothing that she thought - she is convicted of the unnatural 

murder of children, and you for sending your spirit out upon Mary Warren. 

Your soul alone is the issue here, Mister, and you will prove its whiteness, 

or you cannot live in a Christian country" (The Crucible, p.122). 

Proctor finds himself on the horns of a dilemma; he oscillates 

between two options that Danforth offers. He recognizes that he is not 

'white' a pure Christian if he admits his adultery with Abigail. Proctor 

clearly says that he "cannot mount the gibbet like a saint, it is a fraud. I am 

not that man. … My honesty is broke, Elizabeth; I am no good man" (The 

Crucible, p.118). For Danforth, being 'white' mains, he has to confess or name 

the neighbours of witchcraft and cooperation with the Devil. Choosing this 

option will "blacken" his name, which he is not ready to do. "Because it is 

my name! Because I cannot have another in my life! Because I lie, and I 

sign myself to lies! Because I am not worth the dust on the feet of them that 

hang! How may I live without my name?" (The Crucible, p.124).  

For the sake of normalizing society, categorizing or classifying it into 

actual units is always a way to govern that society. In the sense of Foucault 

"Instead of bending all [his] subjects into a single uniform mass" (Foucault, 

1978, p.170), Danforth uses his theocratic power to separate, differentiate, 

and classify the crimes of the Proctor and Rebecca Nurse, accusing the 

former of possessing Mary's soul and the latter of murdering the children. 

Danforth jails them separately into two invisible cells to suppress any kind 

of resistance. Furthermore, this separation aims to economize his power 

system and put Proctor under constant surveillance to limit Proctor space. 

Danforth does not accept even the oral confession. He addresses Proctor, 

staying. "Do you sport with me? You will sign your name, or it is no 

confession, Mister" (The Crucible, p.123). Even the signed confession does 

not satisfy him; Danforth wants to pin it on the church door as "good and 
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legal proof" not only as instruction for the villagers but also as proof of 

establishing his power over them. 

Conclusion: 

From the Foucauldian prism, the current research looks at Miller's 

the Crucible as a projection of mechanism to exercise political and religious 

power, expose power relations, and control over others' lives. By using 

witchcraft stories and the fear caused by, the authority in Salem tries to 

normalize and classify the society, so it can easily control it. However, this 

theatrical work reflects authoritarianism inside the people of Salem and the 

McCarthyite politics. In their epistemological knowledge and "ultimate" 

truth, the characters, like Abigail and John Proctor, are observed as having 

a diffuse power throughout their community. These characters are not 

powerless; instead, they can shift the power from its invisible and marginal 

zone to the central, visible one. Power relations with the epistemological 

knowledge have been critically examined, manifesting the biopolitical root 

of what is happening in the Salem community and to John Proctor, in 

particular.  
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